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Giuseppe Marino,

President of the Italian-
Cypriot Chamber of
Commerce

Dear Members and Friends,

I would like to renew the Chamber’s

Greetings to all of our Members and

Friends for the Catholic and Orthodox

Easter, both occurred this year in April!

In terms of Chamber's activities, it was

a pleasure to host some days ago in

our April Smart Talk, Francesco La

Camera, General Director of the

International Renewable Energy

Agency (IRENA), who gave us an

important overview on RES and on the

related positive implications in

international cooperation, toward a

sustainable energy future with

particular focus on the Mediterranean

Area.

Our Smart Talk journey continues

exploring the opportunities in Digital

and Tech, hosting on 24th May

Georgios Georgiadis, Member of BoD

of Tech Island, the largest organization

in the sector in Cyprus which aims at

evolving the Country into a leading

global tech hub that will focus on

“Innovation and Transformation. A

Sustainable Process for Business

Growth”.

With the purpose to keep even more

close and updated our business

community we decided from the end

of this month to extend to all our

members that will request it the Daily

and Weekly Report with the most

relevant news from the Italian, Cypriot

and International Press.

While we are continuing to support our

members with oriented business trip

and trade missions, I have also the

pleasure to announce that we are

working on the organization of

conference that will focus on

“Infrastructure and Transport. Models of

Excellence and International

Cooperation in the Mediterranean

Area.” that will take place in Cyprus at

the end of June.

Stay tuned and enjoy the reading!
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For a second consecutive year the Cyprus

Security and Defence Academy and the

Digital Security Authority of Cyprus jointly

organized, within the auspices of the

European Security and Defence College, an

international course on the Role of the EU

Cyber Ecosystem in the Global Cyber

Security Stability, which involved 11

participant states: Algeria, Belgium, Czech

Republic, Cyprus, Israel, Jordan, Germany,

Lebanon, Slovakia, Portugal, Qatar, plus EU

bodies.

The Defence Minister Charalambos Petrides,

speaking at the inauguration event on

Wednesday 27th April, affirmed that Cyprus

acts as a bridge in the field of cybersecurity

between Europe, the Middle East and the

Arabian Gulf, strengthening a genuine

partnership to tackle the challenges of the

digital age while unleashing its potential.

Cyprus is leading the initiative for the region

through the course, said the Minister,

presenting the EU Cyber Security Eco System,

together with best practices while also

presenting opportunities for joint efforts in the

regional framework, involving the relevant EU

institutions, as well as Member States, and

partner states from the North Africa and

Middle East.

Furthermore, Petrides spoke about the

internet and the potential of this tool, which

provides the world with access to new

markets and fosters innovation, considering

these opportunities a lever for growth, both

for business and the social environment, as in

a world of growing inequalities, access to the

internet is crucial for marginalised

communities around the world to grow, study

and connect.

At the same time, the world is increasingly

threatened by the growing threats

associated with the internet, cyberattacks,

cyber warfare on national defence systems,

propaganda and disinformation for political

gain.

Cyberspace is a global asset, and all

governments share the same interest in

keeping it safe and secure. It is becoming

increasingly critical to maintain the freedom

of cyberspace, ensuring the protection and

promotion of human rights around the world.

Meanwhile, technology is creating new

vulnerabilities, including opportunities for

terrorist groups and traffickers in arms, drugs

and human beings, as well as for public and

private actors to engage in counterfeiting

and financial and economic crime.

To address these problems and reduce

threats, the EU's Global Strategy has been

engaged in cyber diplomacy and promoting

international agreements on responsible

behaviour in cyberspace for six years.

International cooperation is strongly involved

to provide a global framework on cyber

security to promote a free and secure global

internet. The EU has developed the Strategic

Compass as a follow-up to the global strategy

to address emerging cyber threats by

developing the Cyber Diplomatic Toolbox,

while creating a common cyber defence

policy among member states.

In line with the above and in its competence

and capacity , the Italian-Cypriot Chamber of

Commerce is also engaging in this area,

encouraging and supporting the cooperation

among organizations and companies with

interests in the area, said President Giuseppe

Marino.

Cybersecurity along International Cooperation. 
Challenges and Opportunities. 
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The transformation of energy policies over the

last few decades towards new renewable

sources, the awareness of the need to unite

programmes and intentions to safeguard the

planet, and the evolution of the markets,

have created the need for a single,

authoritative and competent agency that

could embrace all the different dynamics

and the particular needs of each of the

member countries.

The first proposal for an International

Renewable Energy Agency dates back to

1981, during a United Nations Conference on

New Sources of Energy in Nairobi (Kenya),

and the growing interest in Sustainable

Development led to a series of World Summits

(Johannesburg, 2002; Bonn, 2004; Beijing,

2055), all focused on Renewable Energy

policies, financing and technology. As a

result of the 2008 crisis, world leaders realised

the urgency of setting up an

intergovernmental organisation dedicated to

RES, and during the 2008 Berlin Jobs, drafts of

IRENA's founding statute and operational

programme were drawn up and signed at

the Madrid Conference that year by 150

representatives from 51 states.

IRENA (International Renewable Energy

Agency) officially came into being on 26th

January 2009 in Bonn, with 75 states signing

up to it; it now has 91 members and a further

65 signatories have yet to ratify its statute.

The Agency plays a key role in supporting

countries towards Energy Transition and acts

as a driving force for the development of

international cooperation; it is an important

reference point for research and statistics in

the Renewable Energy Sources sector, which

is always evolving and needs to be

continuously monitored.

IRENA provides financial data, legislative,

technological and investment information,

quality standards and patents. It promotes

the dissemination and use of RES, bioenergy,

geothermal, hydro, ocean, solar and wind

energy.

It has many initiatives to its credit, including

the creation of clean energy corridors,

REmap, Lighthouses; it acts as a project

facilitator (Project Navigator) or financial

accelerator (ETAF).

Its activities are related to the costs and

benefits of Climate Change and Energy

Transition; Finance and Investment; Heating

and Cooling; Industry and Transport;

Innovation and Technology; Off-grid islands

for energy access; and Sector Policy.

IRENA's studies on the influence of energy

transformation on geopolitics have shown

that a 'new era' has dawned, with inevitable

changes in relations between states, and that

only transparent information and constructive

cooperation can lead us to a sustainable

world. Thus, the IRENA Collaborative

Frameworks are born, platforms for the public,

private and other actors to exchange

experiences, deepen analytical work and

promote international cooperation on energy

transitions.

One of the biggest areas of comparison is

Green Hydrogen (GH), for which governments

have earmarked some USD 65 billion for the

2021-2030 decade, with 20 large-scale

projects announced around the world.
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Overcoming the high initial cost of

production, GH will play a major role in

decarbonisation and, according to IRENA's

analysis, will be able to meet 12% of energy

demand for the 2050 market.

To create a favourable environment for GHG

development, common policies on

production methods, storage, distribution,

costs and taxation will have to be adopted.

Only a unified policy can meet the

challenge.

Among other it was also recently in Sicily

precisely during ECOMED 2022 held in

Catania (6th-8th April) that many experts and

different energy stakeholders have met

deepening the matters related to the

creation of the best conditions for the pursuit

of sustainable development, energy access,

energy security and economic growth.

The Italian-Cypriot Chamber of Commerce Iis

particularly active in the sector considering

the common interests deriving from the

strategic geographical position in the

Mediterranean, together with the new

energy policies, have laid the foundations of

a constructive alliance, recently reaffirmed

also during a meeting between the Regional

Minister for Energy and Public Utilities for the

Sicily Region, Daniela Baglieri and the Minister

for Energy, Commerce and Industry of

Cyprus, Natasa Pilides.

Along these lines is the theme of the Smart

Talk organized by the Cypriot-Italian Chamber

of Commerce on 28th April h14.30 /1 5.30 IT-

CY, "Renewable Energy as Leverage for

Mediterranean Cooperation", whose host was

Mr Francesco La Camera, Director General of

IRENA.

"It is an occasion of particular interest - said

the President of the Chamber, Giuseppe

Marino - also because of the current situation,

which highlights the delicate role of relations

between countries of the Mediterranean

basin to achieve the most appropriate

synergies for the realization of the Energy

Transition“.

As early as October 2021, during the United

Nations Conference in Glasgow, the strong

crisis in the energy market, the leap in prices

of fuels and, as a cascade, the costs for

producers and consumers were highlighted,

making economic intervention measures and

shifts towards other forms of energy in line with

the Paris Agreement and the 2030 Agenda

urgent. Even more so, the situation in Ukraine

calls for open dialogues between states,

pushing for agreements and cooperation to

accelerate the Energy Transition process, to

achieve a circular economy that safeguards

the planet and its biodiversity, lowers

production costs and delivers a better world

to new generations.
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The flow of tourists to the island of Cyprus is

set to increase from 2022, according to

recent statistics, which show an income of

€28.2 million in January 2022 (compared to

€2.8 in 2021 and €40.2 million in January

2020).

"The passenger forecast for the current year is

about 7.5 million," according to Cypriot

Transport Minister Yiannis Karousos, during a

Conference on “State Measures to Support

Entrepreneurship and Financing

Opportunities” held by the Cyprus Employers

and Industrialists Federation (OEB) in Ayia

Napa. This would be an increase of 47%

compared to 2021, which, although lower

than expected (9 million people) due to the

war in Ukraine, still marks the expansion of the

sector.

"The sanctions imposed on Russia will

inevitably have an impact on the economy

and the tourism sector," said the President of

OEB, Michalis Antoniou, "both because of the

increase in the cost of fuel and the decrease

in the percentage of Russian and Ukrainian

tourists who have always visited the island of

Cyprus." For these reasons, according to

Minister Karousos, it is imperative to increase

the island's air connectivity with other

countries to ensure the flow of tourists,

continuing the process started in the post-

pandemic period. In fact, Cyprus had the

smallest decrease in connectivity among

European countries during the pandemic,

increased the number of routes (there are

158 in total) and activated incentives

amounting to €6.13 million (in force until June

2022) to help amortise airline costs.

The available routes are to France (20 flights

per week), Germany (42), Austria (26), Poland

(25), Switzerland (17), Sweden (22), Denmark

and Hungary (15), and the Netherlands (9).

Moreover, the tourism industry has recorded

an excellent upward spike (60%) during the

2022 Easter holidays, boding well for a

continuation of the trend for the summer

period, as stated by the Director General of

the Cyprus Hotel Association, Philokypros

Roussounides, also valued member of the

Advisory Board of the Cypriot-Italian Chamber

of Commerce.

In fact, hotel bookings, according to data

provided by the President of the Paphos Hotel

Association, Thanos Michaelides, have seen

an increase in tourists from the UK, Poland,

Germany and Israel.

The cooperation activities between Italy and

Cyprus, undertaken by the Cypriot-Italian

Chamber of Commerce, and formalised

institutionally through the signing of a

Memorandum of Understanding with the

Cyprus Hotel Association, will serve as a

driving force for jointly developing initiatives

and projects for the promotion of the Cyprus

Tourism and Hospitality sector in all the

different areas involved.

Furthermore, with a view to economic and

commercial growth, the Chamber provides

data, information and support to companies

in the transport, hotel and tourism industry in

general, in order to generate business in a

sector which, according to the latest Cystat

analysis, has generated employment,

bringing unemployment down to 58%. The

reduction relates to the sectors of

accommodation and catering, commerce,

construction, manufacturing and transport.

Finally, the calls for tenders for the industry

and transport sector, which the Chamber

continuously monitor, are of fundamental

importance to link Italy and Cyprus, which

have excellent prospects for cooperation in

international tourism.

Cyprus, Expanding Tourism Industry.
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National economic policies, NRRP

investments directed towards Digital

Transition, changes in the tax system,

initiatives directed towards sustainability,

make Cyprus a destination rich in

opportunities for ICT (Information Technology

Communication) companies and startups.

Cyprus has elaborated a national digital

strategy, developed studies on Artificial

Intelligence and Blockchain, and

implemented the deployment process with

tech solutions for social care, health records

and payments, which helped a lot in the

COVID-19 period.

Digitisation is now focused on increasing

incentives for startups, investors, scientific

projects and large tech companies.

Technical visas for IT professionals, work

permits for their spouses and grants for labour

costs for digital and innovation centres have

been expanded. To connect academia and

business, €30 million will be allocated to six

centres of excellence (funded by the Horizon

2020 Teaming programme) over the next 15

years.

The 2021-2030 Corporate Tax Programme

provides for a system that attracts

investment: imputed interest deduction (NID)

on investments in Cypriot companies; no tax

on profits from the sale of securities; 12.5%

corporate tax rate; no capital gains tax

under certain conditions; no withholding tax.

Dividend payments are exempt from

taxation, allowing most technology

entrepreneurs to minimise their overall tax

burden; investments in small innovative

companies can be deducted from taxable

income, up to an annual limit of €150,000;

there is an option for tax resident startups to

carry forward the tax year's debt for the next

five years and pay it out of future income.

As far as income taxes are concerned, for

those above €100K/year, there is a 50%

personal income tax exemption for new

residents and it is applied for the first 10 years

of employment in Cyprus. For incomes below

€100K/year, a personal income tax exemption

of 20% applies, up to a maximum of €8,550

per year for 5 years until 2025; the tax-free

band goes up to €19,500 and applies to all

residents in Cyprus.

In addition to European funds, grants,

incentive programmes, there is the legal and

regulatory framework, based on the principles

of English Common Law and conferred by the

EU states, which makes Cyprus business-

friendly, transparent and reliable in

commercial dealings.

A key role in this landscape has been taken

by the TechIsland Association, a non-profit

organisation that brings together over 65

Cypriot technology companies, with the

mission to promote and accelerate the

growth of the technology and innovation

ecosystem in Cyprus.

The sectors in which it operates are: tourism,

commerce, transport (shipping); financial and

professional services; public administration,

defence, education, health; ICT; real estate;

manufacturing; agriculture, forestry and

fishing; entertainment, arts and other; mining,

water supply and electricity.
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TechIsland aims to be a partner to the

government and voice of industry, to spawn

innovative companies on a global scale in

the digital economy, provide guidelines to

create new international partnerships,

support the development of techno startups

and create conditions to attract domestic

and foreign investment.

"I am confident that this organisation will play

an instrumental role in promoting ICT, and

digitalisation throughout Cyprus' industry,

economy and society. Its objectives are fully

aligned with those of our ministry. This will

enhance our growth potential leading to a

sustainable competitive economy and a

more inclusive and resilient society. The

technology sector will play a key role in

helping the government transform the

economy by contributing to a new

sustainable growth model," commented

Deputy Minister of Research, Innovation and

Digital Policy Kyriakos Kokkinos.

Thanks to its strategic geographical position,

Cyprus will be able to attract the markets of

Eastern Europe and establish itself as a

technological hub in the Mediterranean,

while on the other hand, Italy will be able to

act as a bridge to Western Europe.

The Italian-Cypriot Chamber of Commerce

has been working for a long time alongside

the Cyprus Chamber of Commerce and

Industry, as well as with the reciprocal

institutions, to achieve the development of

the technology in various sectors (culture,

health, agriculture, industry...) and is active in

creating useful meetings for the exchange of

proposals, projects and professional

knowledge.

From the Smart Talk in February 2021, that

hosted the Deputy Minister for Research,

Innovation and Digital Policy, Kyriakos

Kokkinos, to the 4th Cypriot-Italian Business

Forum in September 2021, dedicated to

'Italian-Cypriot NRRPs: Relaunching the

Mediterranean Economy through

Cooperation', the Chamber's initiatives aimed

at the techno sector have been ongoing.

During the Smart Talk, Deputy Minister

Kokkinos described Cyprus as a model of

sustainability, using technology as a lever for

competitiveness in order to create jobs and

business, focusing on cooperation with Italy,

with which it shares the Mediterranean culture

and the economy based on SMEs.

Interesting opportunities for economic growth

arose from the 4th Cypriot-Italian Business

Forum, organised in September 2021 by the

Chamber of Commerce, which had among

its speakers the General Manager of the Tech

Island Association, Marious Giorgoudis

together with the board member Georgios

Georgiadis who will be the guest of our Smart

Talk in May.
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Easter is the most important religious

celebration also in the Greek Orthodox

Christian Church and is based on the Julian

calendar, unlike the Western Church, which

follows the Gregorian calendar, which is why

Orthodox Easter (24th April 2022) and Catholic

Easter (17th April 2022) often do not fall on the

same day.

The Republic of Cyprus has followers of

various religious faiths, but it is predominantly

a Greek-Orthodox country (89.1%); Roman-

Catholic (2.9%); Protestant-Anglican (2.0%);

Islamic (1.8%); and the remaining

percentage (4.2%) is divided among the

other minorities (Maronite, Armenian

Catholic, Hindu, Buddhist).

Holy Week for the Orthodox begins with

Willow Sunday, which is the same as Palm

Sunday for the Catholics, and is a festivity

that is very much felt and awaited with great

fervour by all the faithful. Both religions have

similar rituals: the fasting during the period of

Lent (40 days before Easter), the celebration

of the Last Supper on Holy Thursday, the

Passion of Christ, with the Christian 'Via

Crucis', and the Orthodox 'Epitaphios', carried

in procession on Holy Friday or Great Friday.

In Nicosia, Epitafios' processions take place at

the Cathedral of Agios Ioannis (Archdiocese)

and at the church of Panayia Faneromeni.

On Holy Saturday or Great Saturday, in

Cypriot churches there is the 'Resurrection

Service': at 11 p.m. the bells ring, each

person carries an unlit candle (lambada),

which is lit from hand to hand at midnight.

This ceremony ('Holy Light') symbolises the

miracle of the Holy Sepulchre that took place

in Jerusalem on the eve of the Orthodox

Easter and starts the Easter liturgy. Orthodox

priests bless people with laurel leaves and

children start a battle with decorated eggs:

whoever is left with an unbroken egg is the

'winner'. The breaking of the eggs is a symbol

of Christ breaking free from the tomb from

where he rose after death. From Sunday to

Tuesday evening the festivities take place,

amidst fireworks, sounds and scents.

Kalo Pascha! 
Catholic and Orthodox Holidays.

As well as being a time for reflection, Holy

Week is also an opportunity for a holiday. The

island's Mediterranean climate makes it an

attractive destination for foreign tourists,

thanks to its cultural sites and rich gastronomic

tradition. Traditional dishes include trachana'

(a soup made from wheat and yoghurt),

'magiritsa' (with pieces of meat and lemon),

'pashka' (a dessert made from tvorog, a fresh

cheese in the shape of a truncated pyramid),

'kulich' (a dessert made from sultanas,

candied fruit and peeled almonds, with sugar

icing and flavoured with liqueurs), 'flaounes'

(small loaves of bread made of flour, eggs,

cheese, mint and sometimes sultanas),

'koulouria' (butter biscuits baked with milk,

spices and a little sugar), and 'tyropittes'

(cheese cakes rolled in sesame seeds). Lamb

remains the main traditional Easter meal (both

Catholic and Orthodox).

The relations of dialogue and cordiality

between the Orthodox and Catholic

Churches were recently confirmed and

strengthened by the visit of His Holiness Pope

Francis to Cyprus in December 2021, during

which he met with the Orthodox Archbishop

of Cyprus, His Beatitude Chrysostomos II, and

the Holy Synod of Orthodox Bishops.

The Italian-Cypriot Chamber of Commerce

sees Holy Easter as a moment of reflection

and closeness between the two countries,

already united by the spirit of brotherhood

and cooperation, to continue working

towards a better future, leading to economic

growth of Italy and Cyprus in the

Mediterranean.
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The business awareness of Your Company

can be constantly renovated through

targeted marketing plans, with an advertising

campaign that uses two dedicated

communication tools of the Chamber: the

Daily Report and the Weekly Report. Our

marketing experts studied this two specific

advertising options to better foster brand-

awareness, as they are received by the

members of the Chamber on a daily and

weekly base and are able to create direct

connection with possible clients or reliable

operators.

For these reasons, simply writing to

segreteria@camcomitacipro.it, starting from

May you will be able to receive a Daily and

Weekly Report containing the main news of

interest from the Italian, Cypriot and

International press, already available for

internal use only. At the same time, you can

exploit these tools for adverting your

company brand and take the best

advantages from our extensive network.

9

The Italian-Cypriot Chamber of Commerce,

continuously work to increase and improve its

contribution to the development of

economic, and commercial cooperation

between Italy and Cyprus.

The Italian and Cypriot entrepreneurs who

rely on the Chamber to be supported in

enhancing business activities in the two

Mediterranean countries, can find a

facilitated interaction with the Italian and

Cypriot institutions and operators.

With the purpose to keep even more close

and updated our business community we

decided from the end of this month to

extend to all our members that will request it

the Daily and Weekly Report with the most

relevant news from the Italian, Cypriot and

International Press.

The reports that will be received on a daily

and weekly basis will be also strong

marketing tools.

In order to give a strategic support, the

Chamber elaborated new solutions to foster

the interchange between the economic

activities of entrepreneurs in the two

countries, allowing the Italian and Cypriot

operators to learn more about foreign

companies in their specific sectors, relying on

the Chamber’s trustworthiness.
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It was held on Thursday 28th the April Smart

Talk that hosted Francesco La Camera,

Director General of the International

Renewable Energy Agency (IRENA), focusing

on “Renewable Energy as Leverage for

Mediterranean Cooperation”.

Energy and renewables is an area of

particular concern to the Chamber in order

to strengthen relations between Italy and

Cyprus in the Mediterranean framework. As

well, the aim of IRENA is to support countries

in energy transition and international

cooperation in the sector.

In the introductory greeting of the Smart Talk,

the President Giuseppe Marino highlighted

how the Chamber was really honored to

have Mr Francesco La Camera as guest and

key speaker, considering that the Director

General of IRENA covers a really important

key institutional role at international level.

Afterwards, the discussion was moderated

by Costas Katsaros, Vice President of the

Chamber.

The Smart Talk started with the introduction to

the audience of the International Renewable

Energy Agency, its mission and scope. IRENA

is an intergovernmental organisation that

supports countries in their transition to a

sustainable energy future, and serves as the

principal platform for international

cooperation. IRENA is a centre of excellence,

and a repository of policy, technology,

resource and financial knowledge on

renewable energy.

Mr La Camera highlighted how IRENA’s

priority is to give more information,

knowledge and publications to demonstrate

the competiveness of the market of

renewables.

Furthermore IRENA promotes jobs, education

and capacity building. Giving some

example, the Director General underlined

that, in supporting policy makers, IRENA

sustained 72 countries to realize their National

Energy Plan.

Moreover, among IRENA’s activities, it plays a

key role in analysis and publication. One of

the latest issue, published at the end of

March, regarded the climate change, in

order to increase awareness about the

possible risks related to it.

Besides, the Smart Talk highlighted how

Renewable Energy is a main sector of interest

for investments, and the new data released

by IRENA shows that it continued to grow and

gain momentum despite global uncertainties.

Mr La Camera, referring to the fact that the

energy transition is taking place, he pointed

out how investments in RES are growing,

although not at the necessary speed and

scale. This type of investments lead to two

type of benefits: economic and social, as RES

price is decreasing and becoming more

competitive. Economic benefits relate to

GDP, while social benefits relate to job

creation (the Paris Agreement’s goal is to

create 85 million jobs by 2030) and a more

inclusive labor market in the sector, which is

increasingly opening for women. In order to

create a world that will be less unequaled,

RES can be a powerful tool, affirmed Mr La

Camera.

Responding to the question regarding what

type of RES Italy and Cyprus should consider

to achieve climate goals, as the world can no

longer rely on fossil fuels to meet its energy

demand, both considering climate change

and uncertainties related to geopolitics,

Francesco La Camera, Director General of IRENA,
Guest of April Smart Talk.
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Mr La Camera said that RES should be

considered with a holistic approach, as every

capacity to produce renewable is

welcomed. For example, IRENA is working

with Italy to prepare a report on off-shore

wind plan to exploit this kind of potentiality,

while for Cyprus, the solar is the best solution,

and considering the limited land available a

good solution is to exploit the roof top of

houses also in the cities.

The Smart Talk went to deep in regard of

Green Hydrogen (GH) as Italy can be a key

leader in Europe in this field. In fact Italy

already possesses advanced research

centers and one of the most capillary

infrastructure for gas distribution that can be

also suitable for the distribution of GH. Mr La

Camera explained in which dimension this

advantage can be exploited. He focused on

the importance to make a choice in regard

of the governance of the system. There is a

strong push to import Hydrogen from North

Africa. Hydrogen can be competitive in two

areas, one is the cost of production of

renewables, the other is the cost of transport.

The Government can choose to import

Hydrogen from North Africa for its low

production cost and, then, distribute it to

heavy industry such as cement,

petrochemical, besides for long transport

and shipping.

The other choice can be to produce

hydrogen nearby the sites where it is needed.

The Director General of IRENA suggested that

the best solution is to combine the two

prospective, importing at a lower cost the

hydrogen to be distributed in EU and on the

other hand feed the internal system with the

production at home.

During the conclusions, Vice

President Federico Franchina renovated the

Chamber’s commitment to continue

promoting awareness in the field of

renewable energy and reaffirmed the

availability of the Chamber for any further

information and insights also related to

specific projects. In fact, energy transition is

not a very simple plot. As it was considered a

medium-long term plan, now it is certainly

understood that it represents a short term goal

to reach for security reasons.

The Smart Talk highlighted IRENA's approach,

in terms of climate neutrality, all RES, which

are welcome, from solar to wind, as

Mediterranean countries have peculiarities

that can attract different types of investment.

Last but now least, the hydrogen and bio-

mass fuel.

Above all the conversation underlined how

RES sector enhances cooperation between

States, as transition cannot be left to one

country alone, but comes from synergies

among different nations, in order to assure

energy security for all.
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May Smart Talk

The Italian-Cypriot Chamber of Commerce is pleased to announce that the guest of the May

Smart Talk will be Georgios Georgiadis, Member of the Board of Directors of The Tech Island

and Founder & Managing Director of Excelix. The Smart Talk will focus on “Innovation and

Transformation. A Sustainable Process for Business Growth”.

The event will be held online on 24th May at 14:30 ITA / 15:30 CY and registration are already

opened at the email address: segreteria@camcomitacipro.it

The Italian-Cypriot Chamber of Commerce is

pleased to announce that is working on the

organisation of an event to be held in Cyprus

at the end of June, entitled “Infrastructure

and Transport. Models of Excellence and

International Cooperation in the

Mediterranean Area.”

The event aims to strengthen cooperation in

the sector in the Med Area and will host as

speakers representatives of institutions and

companies that will focus on models of

excellence in the field of infrastructure, and

transport in the current context characterized

by the increasing importance of digitalization

and ecological transition.

The event also extended to companies from

other countries in the Mediterranean area will

focus on the opportunities offered by Cyprus

“Infrastructure and Transportation. Models of Excellence and 
International Cooperation in the Mediterranean Area.” 

as international hub for the development of

the business in the area.

In conjunction with the event in June, the

Chamber is organizing a specific trade

mission in Cyprus for companies and

operators involved in the relevant sectors.

For further information, please write to:

segreteria@camcomitacipro.it
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Graphs & Data

Monthly Economic Indicators

January - February 2022
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Index of Production in Construction: 4TH quarter 2021

Annual Change -5,5%

Source: CYSTAT 6/4/22

On the basis of the results of the Passenger Survey carried out by the Statistical Service,

revenue from tourism reached €28,2 mn in January 2022 compared to €2,8 mn in

January 2021 and €40,2 mn in January 2020.

The Index of Production in

Construction during the fourth

quarter of 2021 reached 209,58

units (base year 2015=100,0),

recording a decrease of 5,5%

over the fourth quarter of 2020.

By type of project, a decrease

of 5,1% was observed for

buildings and of 7,9% for civil

engineering projects in the

fourth quarter of 2021

compared to the

corresponding quarter of 2020.

Revenue from Tourism. 

January 2022

Source: CYSTAT 8/4/22
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